
In an unexpected turn of events, the Landmarks Preservation Commission has approved a new design

 for Crown Heights’ oldest house that will turn the freestanding building into an attached row house —
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LPC Says No to Glass, Yes to Clapboard  
Side Extensions for Crown Heights’ Oldest  
Home
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 but also save it.

The individually landmarked but badly deteriorated and vandalized Elkins House at 1375 Dean Street

 was built in the transitional Greek Revival-Italianate style in the mid-1800s. Its condition has been

 worsening since the early 1980s.

In August, the LPC rejected a proposal by current owner Amber Mazor to add glass-covered side

 extensions to the home.

At a public meeting on Tuesday, December 15, the commissioners unanimously approved a proposal,

 pictured above, to add clapboard extensions screened with wood slats.



The badly deteriorated landmark in 2014. Photo by Rebecca Baird-Remba

The LPC was forced to make the decision to accommodate modern zoning rules, which require either

 an eight-foot side yard between houses or none because Mazor was switching the occupancy of the

 building to a four-family, according to the Brooklyn Eagle.

Mazor, of Perfect Renovation, plans to convert the single family home into four units, thus making the

 project economically feasible. Mazor has renovated other historic area properties in the past.



The house as it appeared in the 1980s. Tax photo via PropertyShark

As the oldest existing home in Crown Heights, the Elkins Home is freestanding due to the fact that it

 was built at a time when there were no row houses in the mostly rural area.

The commissioners voted for the new design to save the building, Mazor told Brownstoner in an

 email. The new design’s recessed extensions covered by wood-slat screens was “not so bad” and



 “offers a natural transition to the adjacent buildings,” he added.

A rendering showing the approved extensions added to the 1937 tax photo showing the house in good repair.
 Rendering via Mazor

“This house has been in distress too long,” said preservationist and Brownstoner columnist Suzanne

 Spellen, who as a member of Crown Heights North Association and former neighborhood resident has



 been working to save the building for years. “I think we have to be flexible in regard to the greater

 good, which is seeing this building brought back from the dead. I’m very happy to see a plan get

 approved, so that the building can be saved before it’s too late. I’m not inclined to wait for historic

 accuracy in this case.”

The side extensions will require the demolition of the home’s side walls and windows. Floor plans for

 the approved proposal show a typical condo floor plan, with a requisite great room, and only one

 bathroom per unit (although with so little square footage, that’s hardly unexpected).

The LPC approved the use of cement HardiePlank clapboard, rather than wood, for the extensions,

 according to the Eagle.

Under an LLC, Mazor purchased the property as well as another building across the street for

 $1,320,000 in 2013.



A rendering showing the Elkins House restored and with side recessions





Mazor’s proposed floor plan. Renderings and floor plan via LPC





A rendering of the proposed glass side extensions the LPC rejected in September
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This week's top stories cover the city's recently passed zoning initiative, Brooklyn's old discriminatory

 lending practices and more.
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What do home inspectors do, exactly? And do you need one? For answers to these questions, and more,

 we turned to our Brownstoner Services professionals.

Home Inspection Tips From the Pros
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Park Slope Historic District Could Be
 Expanded Again This Month
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The Landmarks Preservation Commission will vote soon on the expansion of the Park Slope Historic

 District to include close to 300 more buildings.

Afternoon Links: Zoning Accountability in
 East New York, Underground Explosion in
 Sunset Park



An underground explosion in Sunset Park, an LIC beer garden is searching for space in Brooklyn and

 more happening in Brooklyn.
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On the open house front this weekend we've got three in move-in condition and one with seemingly

 good bones that needs updating. They're found in Carroll Gardens, Bed Stuy, Crown Heights and

Four Townhouses With Charm to See This
 Weekend
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 Dyker Heights.

Open House Picks Six Months Later: One
 Brownstone Sold, Another in Contract



Our Open House Picks from six months ago fared well over the course of this past half year, with all

 but one making it off the market.
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REBNY to Release Report at Brooklyn Real
 Estate Conference



Offering the opportunity to hear from and network with industry leaders, the Brooklyn Real Estate

 Conference comes to Weylin B. Seymour’s on April 7.
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Upstate New York boasts opulent, antique and utterly fascinating structures that — with the help of

 staff who may even dress in period pieces — transport you to yesteryear. Check out these four
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 fabulous stops, all close to NYC and perfect for a weekend getaway.

Real Estate’s Busy Season Brings New
 Names for Brooklyn Neighborhoods



If a real estate agent wanted to show you an apartment in the CarGo Triangle, would you know what

 neighborhood he or she was talking about?
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Borough Pres Adams Proposes Moving
 Municipal Offces to East New York



To bring economic development to the area, Borough President Eric Adams has proposed relocating

 government offices to Broadway Junction in East New York.
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